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Zine #5 - 08 - News And Informations (1/5)

Chester, Fri 06 Jun 2008

News And Informations (1/5)
by Chester of Brainstorm

All News and Informations were collected and censored by CHESTER of BRAINSTORM. So, if you have any News from your famous
crew, about parties, boards, rumors,... then just send them to my P.O. BOX 2, 4148 Pfeffingen, Switzerland. If you send a letter or a
disk with an article or an advertisement, always write down the News from you! So, it will get in this article an enormeous
Newscollection.

In the last weeks there were big movements in some leading groups, so for example M.A.D is dead. Before M.A.D dies, WHQ (BBS)
of M.A.D joined PARANOIMIA. Then M.A.D-members have found LEGEND. At the same time, members from TRILOGY found
PARADOX with some other members from KEFERNS and REBELS. And finaly the members of LEGEND (M.A.D) joined PARADOX,
too. So, PARADOX is a realy elite-crew! (STX)

Promax and some other ex-Kefrens members left PARADOX to rejoin KEFERENS.

The PARANOIMIA WHQ was busted by police.

TOP SWAP and some members of PUBLIC ENEMIES have formed a new group called ADEPT. Top Swap is dead.

A new group is born out of coders and crackers from Illusion, called ZYLON. They want to compete against the top groups.

THE LINK is reborn.

LEVEL FOUR has got two new members from Access. The new ones called Stranger (Coder) and Duke (Modem Trader).

The BLACK SKYLINE (BBS from Whiteheat / TRISTAR) is again online.

STORM said that they wanted to beat RED SECTOR at the RSI, AFL, SPECTRAL Party. But they did not come, so Dark and Coke of
RSI are still waiting for them... (RSI)

FUSION have changed their name to HYSTERIA.
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Corsair/DRAGONS is stopping his coding activities. (Remember his demos in the DRAGONS-Mega-Demo!). (ATZ)

The German section of PULSAR is getting legal. Because of that the French and theAustrian sections perhaps change their name.

All rumors about VISION FACTORY are not true. (Look at the interview in this ZINE-issue)

Some BRAINWAVE - members joined North Star and called now NORTH STAR France.

The Dream Masters are dead. They joined AXXIS.

SETROX and ALCATRAZ in trainer-cooperation. But this is not a really cooperation, they just do this because they do not want to
produce the same trainer at the same time.

There was a rumour that ALCATRAZ kicked out the French section, but it should be not true.

THE CLAIRVOYANT are coming from the good old C64 in the Amiga-scene.

This article originally appeared in the Amiga diskmagazine "Zine #5" by Brainstorm 1990.
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